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Abstract: The United Arab Emirates construction industry is
beset with negative project performance outputs, such as defects,
low productivity, delay in completion, and higher costs. Most
critical among the recorded reasons for having these undesirable
outputs is the engagement of unskilled craft workers. However,
the demand for construction projects in the UAE is continually
increasing, especially after Dubai won hosting of Expo 2020, as
this consequently translates to increased demand for skilled
construction craft workers, if optimal project delivery
performance must be achieved. Therefore, subject matters related
to skillfulness and productivity of construction craft workers
become research windows for academic scholars and industry
investigators in the UAE built environment. The main purpose of
this study is to explicate the reasons behind employment of
unskilled craft workers in the construction projects from the
management level perspective. To meet this purpose, the authors
conducted in-depth interview with construction project managers.
The results show number of reasons why unskilled craft workers
are been hired and the effect of specialized certificates on hiring
the craft workers.
Index Terms: craft workers, Dubai construction labour market,
hiring, skills, and reasons.

I. INTRODUCTION
The construction industry is universally considered to be
the live wire of any country. To a very large extent, the
evolution of a country and its advancement is generally
determined by the superiority of its infrastructure and
construction projects. In the United Arab Emirates (UAE), the
construction industry plays a major role in national economic
growth, it accounts for the employment of approximately 1.2
million workers (20% of the total workforce) in 2014 only;
the highest percentage amongst all other sectors in the UAE.
Furthermore, the volume of salaries for construction workers
this very year was 50.3 billion Dirhams (12.3% of the total
volume of salaries); the third highest percentage amongst all
other sectors, even surpassing “governmental services” and
“bulk, retail trade and reparation services” sectors [1].
According to [2], the construction industry accounts for 14%
of the UAE’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Although, the
demand for the construction projects in the UAE is increasing,

especially after Dubai won hosting rights for the Expo 2020
[3], translating into increase in demand for the construction
workers. Reference [4] explained that investment in
infrastructure continues to form a substantial part of the
construction and projects sector in the UAE. The data
provided by BNC's Construction Analytics confirm this, as
3,200 projects are active in the Dubai’s urban construction
sector alone, amounting to a combined estimated value of
over US$245 billion [4].
Workers are the main fuel for successful running of the
construction industry, and skilled workers are the heart of
construction. Reference [5] posited that construction industry
is a labour intensive industry; hence labour productivity
remains crucial issue for the profitability of construction
projects [6]. Likewise, skilled workers are quintessential for
the successful growth of construction industry [7]. In a study
conducted by [8], it was realized that one of the major
contributors to construction defects in the building sector was
unskilled craft workers, owing to their poor level of the skill.
Moreover, reference [9] posited that unskilled labour is the
main responsible factor for construction delays and cost
overrun.
In the UAE, particularly Dubai, reference [10] confirmed
that workforce employed in projects is of mixed nationalities,
which bring different traditions, rules, habits, and religions.
For example, the religious holidays include holy Friday for
Muslims, Sunday holiday for Christians, and regular holidays
and festivals for Indians. The impact of such a multi-national
workforce to construction is significant [10]. Therefore,
construction labour market in the UAE has a unique feature of
craft workers’ national diversity. Craft workers come from
different backgrounds in terms of culture, education, and
ethnicity [11], [12]. In 2010, foreign workers (non-Emiratis)
accounted for about 90% of the entire UAE workforce [13].
Reference [14] mentioned that there are around 202
nationalities existing in the UAE labour market. The
India-UAE corridor could be the second largest in the world,
and Indian, Bangladeshi and Pakistani expatriates
outnumbered Emirati citizens in 2015. Though, reference
[12] opined that multicultural backgrounds and poor job
security in the UAE construction labour market are among the
factors that contribute to having unskilled craft workers [12].
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Yet further research work that will seek to understand the
factors and circumstances that lead to continued hiring of
unskilled craft workers in the UAE construction industry is
important in order to mitigate the short and long-term effects
on construction projects.
This research sets to inquire into the current state of craft
workforce development in the UAE construction industry.
Through this analysis, reasons influencing the unceasing
employment of unskilled craft workforce will be identified.
Within the UAE, this research was limited to completed and
ongoing construction projects in Dubai metropolis only. This
research focuses on the construction project managers to give
their individual accounts of reasons for continued engagement
of unskilled craft workers and the effect of specialized
certificates on hiring the craft workers.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The construction industry refers to an extremely diverse
sector which consists mainly of craft, professional and
industrial services concerning the building, demolition,
renovation and maintenance of the built environment. In many
locales, construction markets tend to be divided into three
broad sub-sectors: civil construction (e.g., roads, highways,
water treatment plants, bridges etc.), industrial construction
(e.g., oil & gas platforms and mining infrastructure) and
residential and commercial construction (e.g., single-family
dwellings, office buildings, condominium developments etc.).
Occupationally, the sector includes array of skill and job
categories, professionals, managers, for technical and manual
jobs; ranging from Architects, Engineers and Project
man-agers, to Carpenters, Electricians, Steel fixers and
general labour workers [15].
According to the International Standard Classification of
Occupations, a job is defined as “a set of tasks and duties
performed, or meant to be performed, by one person,
including for an employer or in self-employment”. As
documented, occupation refers to the kind of work performed
in a job. The concept of occupation is defined as a “set of jobs
whose main tasks and duties are characterized by a high
degree of similarity.” A person may be associated with an
occupation through the main job currently held, a second job,
a future job or a job previously held [16].
International Standard Classification of Education
(ISCED) states that skill specialization is considered in terms
of four concepts: 1) the field of knowledge required; 2) the
tools and machinery used; 3) the materials worked on or with;
4) the kind of goods and services produced [16]. International
Labour Organization’s study states that workers are classified
into three classes based on the skills and their respective
academic standings. There are craft occupations that require
skilled labour (high level of trainings), there are those that
require semi-skilled labour (low level of trainings), and those
occupations that do not require skilled labour (anyone can do
the work with some guidance). However, reference [17] states
that highly skilled occupations are those requiring specialized
education or training which take years to complete (i.e.
carpentry, electrification, and pipefitting); and low skilled
occupations are those requiring minimal or no
training/instruction (i.e. general helping and roofing).
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A 2008 survey of establishments indicated that foreign
employees made up 89% of all managers and 99% of those in
unskilled positions. 76% of foreign workers display a
relatively diverse profile in general. As emphasized in the
example of Dubai in 2015, 77% of the “blue-collar”
categories (from “craft and related trade workers” to
“elementary occupations”) employed half of the foreign
males and 37% of females, while 18% and 14% more,
respectively, were in “trade and services” occupations. On an
average, 24% of Dubai foreign male residents and 40% of
female expatriates were holding managerial and professional
positions. Emirati nationals are absent from low-skilled
categories, and 11% of males were employed in the military
[10].
A. Why Hiring of Unskilled Craft Workers?
The lack of job security and poor wages, aging of the
work-force, poor image and poor career pathways, among
others, dominance of multifaceted cultural background of
craft workers play a principal role in hiring of unskilled craft
workers. In fact, contractors have lessened training of their
craft workers while they heightened hiring of less skilled
craftspeople to be competitive in securing jobs [18]. While
the UAE’s construction industry is almost entirely made up of
non-citizens, nearly every foreign worker in the UAE
construction sector - from the highest paid Architects,
Engineers, Surveyors, and Designers to the lowest paid
demolition workers, water carriers, and cleaners - is a migrant
on a temporary work visa. UAE citizenship is only very rarely
granted to foreigners [15]. Roughly 80% of the UAE’s total
population is comprised of migrants, both high and low
skilled. In Dubai that figure is close to 90% [13]. Quickly
identifiable problems in the recruitment of unskilled
craftspeople include low wages, no clear-cut career path, and
a continuing diminishing skilled craftsperson training
programme. Low wages is major reason the construction
industry is having in retaining skilled labour workers [18],
[19]. Thus, recourse is sought to unskilled craft labour.
III. METHODOLOGY
The authors conducted in-depth interviews with fifteen
construction industry project managers. The questionnaire
was prepared using previous studies in the literature review.
The authors asked the participants number of questions
related to the reasons for hiring unskilled craft workers in the
construction industry, and the consideration of the specialized
certificates as a factor for hiring the craft workers. These
questions include the following:
1) What are the reasons for hiring unskilled craft workers in
your company?
2) What are the reasons for having difficulty to find
skilled/qualified craft workers in the UAE labour
market?
3) What are the common nationalities at the UAE labour
market?
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4) Does your company take into consideration the
specialized certificate as a factor to hire the craft
workers?
Are these specialized certificates a true measure for
identifying the craft worker skill’s quality? Moreover, can
you say that anyone who have a specialized certificate is a
skilled worker? 5) Do you provide training to the unskilled
craft workers? Is it formal or non-formal training?
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
There are two main parts in this section, which present the
reasons for hiring unskilled craft workers in the construction
projects, and the consideration of the specialized certificates
as a factor to hire the craft workers.
A. Reasons for hiring unskilled craft workers in the
Construction Projects
The participants’ revealed number of reasons for hiring
unskilled craft workers in the UAE, Table 1. Most of the
participants agree that one of the main reasons was the
shortage of skilled workers against the high demand, and the
contractors need to hire those available to meet project
deadlines. Further, one of the participants said “Majority of
the contractors in Dubai result to sub-contractors and recruit
the tradesmen with basic skills and education. Once a project
is completed, no contractors could maintain their labour
force as they cannot bear huge cost of running salary while
anticipating new job awards. When they are awarded a new
job (especially Dubai Clients want their projects completed
in an unreasonable period), they need to go out and find
suitable agencies to supply men in order to keep their
commitment to the client. When the demands increase for the
labour supply agencies, the quality becomes poor.” Other
reason was that some types of tasks require unskilled workers.
Moreover, unskilled workers are cheaper that skilled workers
who demand for high salary to accept offer. Therefore, to
balance the project cost, some contractors mixed skilled and
unskilled workers. In addition, there are no formal trainings or
vocational schools in the UAE, while formal training is too
costly for companies to afford.
Table 1: Ranking the reasons for hiring unskilled craft workers
Reasons

No. of Participants

Shortage of skilled workers & Poor labour supply

7

Saving money (they are cheaper)

6

Some work require unskilled workers

4

The owner requires faster project completion

1

All the participants agreed that majority of the craft
workers in the UAE came from India, Pakistan and
Bangladesh. According to one of the participants, when
workers come to the UAE, they are most likely unskilled, but
only learn on the job site to become skilled. However, some of
them are hardly acquire the skills owing to communication
challenges resulting from language barriers and low education
background. Moreover, recruiting companies are not very
honest in qualifying foreign applicants for job contracts in the
UAE; in some cases workers who are willing to come to the
UAE pay the recruiting companies more commissions and
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kickbacks amounting to chunk (over 50%) of their projected
wages out of desperate desire to secure job within the UAE
construction market.
B. Consideration of the specialized certificates as a
factor to hire the craft workers
According to the participants, some companies take into
consideration the specialized certificates as a minimum
requirement for hiring, at least for some trades. However, all
of the participants agreed that specialized certificates are not
usually a true measure for the workers’ quality and experience
as it always concentrates on theoretical part than the practical.
In fact, most of the companies consider the workers based on
their capability and experience that they will be tested before
recruiting. Therefore, site performance is more dominant in
determining a worker’s skill more than a certificate.
Certificates are required in some crafts because they need
highly skilled and knowledgeable workers to do the sensitive
work perfectly. However, some workers come with a
specialized certificate, but cannot practically showcase what
the certificate portrays. One of the participants said “we have
seen workers with specialized certificate not performing in
their trade. There are many institutions that train workers in
crash and crude course and issue certificates within few
weeks. Consequentially, these certificates are valueless.”
Another participant sees value in some workers who have the
specialized certificate, even if he/she did not have the
required quality or skill. He said “… because the person will
be open minded and able to learn faster.” Further, some
participants mentioned that they consider specialized
certificates, but from numbered authorized agencies. One of
them said “It depends from where the certificate is issued.
For example, in India, the Industrial training institute (ITI)
issues certificate after two years of full time course on each
trade. Another agency, which we consider from, is Scientific
and Technical Center for Building (CSTB) from UK … we
wouldn’t consider certificates from any unauthorized
agency.” Therefore, if the workers have certificates from
authorized agencies, construction companies get more
productive work with a good quality, in addition to the safety
in the jobsite.
To overcome the specialized certificates issue, most of the
construction companies send their representative to test and
then recruit the workers, because at the end the performance
of the skilled worker will be the measure for keeping or
terminating him/her. If any worker found not suitable or not
doing the job as required, the worker will be treated as helper
and will be paid a helper salary, or will be terminated and sent
back to his/her country. On the other hand, most of workers
are depending on their foremen as they follow his/her
instructions. Therefore, construction companies require the
Forman and the general Forman to be sufficient and qualified,
and to have the needed certificate.
Some companies provide a formal training to the workers
after hiring them, either if they have specialized certificate or
not.
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One of the participants said “Generally, specialize workers
are skilled workers, However we trained them internally or
externally as per our requirement as well.” Another
participant said “… So we provide formal training in our
training center located at Jabal Ali for both skilled and
unskilled workers.” However, not all the companies train
their workers because it is require effort, time, and money that
the companies are trying to avoid. One of the participants said
“It reduces your time and money to train your workers to
carry out their works.”

9.

10.

11.

12.

V. CONCLUSION
Unarguably, skilled labour shortage is one of the
challenges assailing the UAE built environment. Both clients
and the contractors are therefore enjoined to work together to
address this menace. One of the methods to accomplish this is
to minimize the use of the low-bid process and move to a
system that wills more incentive for contractors to have highly
qualified craftspeople. Contractors and owners that find a way
to attract and retain quality craftspeople will be considered to
be the successful companies of the future. Construction
companies should also entrench the culture of routine
capacity development, and skill acquisition training for their
craft workers. Innovative retention and rewards strategies
geared towards endearing, and retaining the few skilled craft
workers need to be formulated. To ameliorate the adverse
effects of multi-national workers hired to perform same trade,
identified skilled workers can be paired with those of similar
background who need hands-on training to upgrade their
skillfulness.
Lastly, government and concerned organized private
sectors are to ensure reliable data and regular record update of
supply and demand of the UAE craft workforce. They need to
expand provisions for funding for craft workers internship,
mentoring, skills development and welfares.
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